Procedure:
IGL is expanding in various geographical areas and land banks are required for setting up CNG
Stations. IGL intends to invite agencies, entrepreneurs who can identify government lands and
get those lands allotted from government authorities in favour of IGL for setting up CNG
Stations.
1. The interested applicants have to identify government lands on the stretches mentioned in
the drop down Menu.
2. Once the land is identified the applicant can apply for the location under following category
a) Individual
b) Partnership
c) Partnership Firm
3. After the application all the applicants who have applied for a particular stretch would be
called for the interview process.
4. The suitable candidate/candidates will be selected depending on company's requirement for
the particular stretch.
5. Once the applicant/applicants is selected, will be appointed as consultant for that particular
site
6. The applicant has to carry out all the work required to get the land allotted in favor of IGL for
setting up a CNG Station.
7. If the candidate is successful in getting the land allotted, the candidate would be appointed
as a dealer for that particular stretch.
8. The dealer would have to update IGL regarding the progress made on fortnightly basis.
9. IGL has the right to terminate the LOI on basis of non-performance if IGL is not satisfied with
the progress made by the applicant.
Eligibility Criteria :
The minimum eligibility criteria for an individual/partnership (all partners) would be as
follows:
S.No

Eligibility Factor

Eligibility Criteria

1
2
3

Education
Age
Citizenship

12th Equivalent or Passed
Minimum 25 years
The candidate should be a citizen of India

The minimum eligibility criteria for a Private Limited Firm would be as follows:
S.No

Eligibility Factor

Eligibility Criteria

1

Age

2

Registration

The Private Limited firm should be in
existence and profitable for a minimum period
of 3 years
The company should be registered under
relevant Indian companies act

IGL has been allotted government lands from various land owning agencies. However, in certain
cases IGL has not been able to start the construction activities due to disputes with the local
residents. IGL invites agencies, entrepreneurs who can support IGL in amicably solving the
disputes and putting the station to operation.

1. The applicant can select the IGL site in the drop down menu which is under this category and
can apply for the location under following category
a) Individual
b) Partnership
c) Partnership Firm
2. After the application all the applicants who have applied for a particular site would be called
for the interview process.
4. The suitable candidate will be selected
5. Once the applicant is selected, will be appointed as consultant for that particular site
6. The applicant has to carry out all the work required to get the land free from disputes and
get the site operational.
7. If the candidate is successful in getting the matter resolved, the candidate would be
appointed as a dealer for that particular site for a period of 10 years.
8. The dealer would have to update IGL regarding the progress made on fortnightly basis.
9. IGL has the right to terminate the LOI on basis of non-performance if IGL is not satisfied with
the progress made by the applicant.
Eligibility Criteria :
The minimum eligibility criteria for an individual/partnership (all partners) would be as
follows:
S.No

Eligibility Factor

Eligibility Criteria

1
2
3

Education
Age
Citizenship

12th Equivalent or Passed
Minimum 25 years
The candidate should be a citizen of India

The minimum eligibility criteria for a Private Limited Firm would be as follows:
S.No

Eligibility Factor

Eligibility Criteria

1

Age

2

Registration

The Private Limited firm should be in
existence and profitable for a minimum period
of 3 years
The company should be registered under
relevant Indian companies act

